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Welcome to the Research & Development
Library Monthly newsletter
Whitefield’s Research & Development library produces this newsletter every month
to keep our members up to date with new journals, books and news. It contains the
contents pages of all new journals received and a list of all new books that are
available in the library. You will also find details and blurb of our feature book of the
month.
Our aim is to ensure that all of our members benefit from everything we have to
offer.
If there is anything else you would like to see featured in our newsletter please send
us your ideas to:
library@whitefield.waltham.sch.uk
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Nursery World
(31 October-13 November 2016)

Contents
1. News analysis
2. News Roundup
Catch up with our daily online news

Practice
3. Enabling Environments
Newham’s Outdoors and Active approach to spaces, surfaces, objects and movement
4. Learning and Development
Discussing the elusive concept of quality
5. A Unique Child
How a mainstream setting has adapted to meet the needs of a boy with cerebral palsy
6. Positive Relationships
A parenting programme’s use of furry mice
7. EYFS Best Practice
All about…trust
8. Positive Relationships
Working Mum has mixed feelings about her daughter’s transition to school nursery

Work Matters
9. Costs: Part 6
When recovering unpaid fees, is it possible to avoid the small claims court?
10. Female Genital Mutilation
What practitioners need to know about FGM following changes to safeguarding law
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British Journal of Music Therapy
(Volume 30 – No 2 – November 2016)

Contents
1. Editorial (Tessa Watson)

Conference Speech
2. Music Therapists marching, running and playing with the beat: BAMT Conference
Plenary Session – April 2016

Articles
3. Context and relationships: Using the systemic approach with music therapy in work
with children, adolescents and their families (Steve Cobbett)
4. Music-assisted relaxation during transition to non-invasive ventilation in people with
motor neuron disease: A qualitative case series (Rebecca Davies, Felicity A Baker,
Jeanette Tamplin, Eleanor Bajo, Karen Bolger, Nicole Sheers and David Berlowitz)

Tony Wigram essay prize
5. Approaching music therapy in a different country: A literature review on cultural
considerations when practising in a developing country (Bethan Fitzsimons)

Book Reviews
6. Denise Grocke and Torben Moe (eds), Guided Imagery & Music (GIM) and Music
Imagery Methods for Individual and Group Therapy (Reviewed by Catherine O’Leary)
7. Barbara L Wheeler (ed.), Music Therapy Handbook (Reviewed by Alison Barrington)
8. Karen D Goodman (ed.), International Perspectives in Music Therapy Education and
Training: Adapting to a Changing World (Reviewed by James Robertson)
9. Gary Ansdell, How Music Helps in Music Therapy and Everyday Life (Reviewed by
Sarah Hoskyns)
10. Text Watch (John Strange)
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Special (November 2016)
Contents:
1. Nasen Matters
2. News Round-up
3. Noticeboard
4. ICT Guide
5. Resource File
6. Diary of Events
7. Nasen- The way ahead
On the eve of Nasen’s 25th anniversary, Dr Adam Boddison sets out new plans for the
future of the association and it’s membersip offer.
8. School Bullying
Noel Purdy considers ways in which schools can create an inclusive ethos where all forms
of difference are accepted and bullying is not tolerated.
9. Exclusion Rules
Continuing our series looking at SEND and the law, Philippa Stobbs and Daisy Russell
focus on school exclusions.
10. The Grammar School Dilemma
Reflecting the heated debate of the last few weeks, Dr Adam Boddison and Alison Wilcox
put forward arguments for and against grammar schools.
11. A-Level Lessons
A-Levels may present new challenges for dyslexic learners but much can be done to help
them stay on track, as Kristina Symons reveals.
12. Exploring PDA
Ruth Fidler sheds some light on Pathological Demand Avoidance and how best to support
children and young people with this condition.
13. SEND Studies
Summarising three recent projects at the Centre for SEN and Disability in Exeter, Brahm
Norwich demonstrates some of the trends in SEND research.
14. Inclusive Schools
What does it take to excel as an inclusive school? Joe McCann shares his experiences of
awarding the Inclusion Quality Mark.
15. Keeping it Local
What role can schools play in strengthening the value and impact of the school offer?
Heather Stack provides some guidance.
16. Get into Film
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Claire Oliver focuses in on three schools that are using film as a valuable learning tool for
their pupils with SEND.
17. Studying Success
Ruth Perry highlights the main characteristics of outcome-focused, personalised post-16
learning provision that enables young people to achieve their aspirations for adult life.
18. Talking Mental Health
Despite worrying statistics about the well-being of young people, there are some
examples of good practice in providing support and raising awareness of the key issues,
says Elissa Flatters.
19. Practical Resources - Applying a Graduated Approach
Our practical advice and activities are designed to help teachers make the most of the
assessment stage of the graduated approach cycle.
20. The Interview – Everybody’s Business
Octavia Holland, Director of The Communication Trust, tells Nasen’s Dr Adam Boddison
how the Trust is working to help practitioners support children’s speech, language and
communication needs.
21. Talking Point – Supporting our Young People
Adrian Sladdin reveals details of a project that set out to share SEND scpertise at ab
international level.
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Special Children (November/December 2016)
Contents:
Pupil Premium
1. Focusing on the individual
How a primary and a secondary school with small numbers of pupils on the premium successfully
close the gap.

Self-Expression
2. Talking Heads
A video project gives staff better insight into a group of girls ‘causing concern’.

Preparation for adulthood
3. Pathways to employment
An innovative approach to careers education encourages employers to say ‘yes’ to young people
with learning disabilities.

Inclusion
4. Creating an inclusive secondary environment
A joined-up approach to identifying and addressing need, and a strong sense of community,
support students with SEND to progress and feel valued.

CPD
5. The power of visual evidence
An in-depth look at Video Interaction Guidance™ and Video Enhanced Reflective Practice, with case
studies from different settings.
Magic Therapy
6. Sleight of hand
How learning magic skills helps pupils with SEND develop concentration, memory, sequencing,
communication and social skills.
Literacy
7. School-wide literacy in secondary schools
A strategic approach to developing literacy across the curriculum so that the impact is felt in every
classroom.
Regulars
8. News
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Children with ASD are anxious about school; free SEN film screenings; Shine a Light Awards;
powerchair football; dealing with grief; toilet-training gap; self-regulation improves writing.
9. Pull-out resources
Strategies to support differentiation and a social story.
10. Book reviews
Helping children and young people who experience trauma; measuring tiny advances in progress;
autism and sensory perception.
11. Tried and tested products
Data-rich setting plans; making iPads knock-resistant; extending whiteboard space; a program that
fosters number sense.
12. Talking point
Tackling homophobia in a special school.

Cover story
13. Developing determination and resilience
Teaching pupils to think like an engineer boosts achievement in a primary and secondary school.
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Child Abuse Review (July-August 2016)
Contents
Editorial
1. Children and Families and the Care System
Jane V. Appleton

Original Articles
2. Out-of-Home Care versus in-home Care for Children Who Have Been Maltreated: A
Systematic Review of Health and Wellbeing Outcomes
Miriam J. Maclean, Scott Sims, Melissa O’Donnell and Ruth Gilbert
3. A Life Less Ordinary: Foster Carers’ Views and Experiences of Negative Peer
Interactions in Fostering Households
Christine Barter and Eleanor Lutman
4. Applications of the Dynamic-Maturational Model of Attachment with Children Involved
in Care and Family Proceedings
Daniel T. Wilcox and Clark Baim
5. Maternal Borderline Personality Disorder and Risk of Child Maltreatment
Sarah Laulik, Jayne Allam and Kevin Browne
6. ‘Teachers Matter’: The Impact of Mandatory Reporting on Teacher Education in
Ireland
Ashling Bourke and Catherine Maunsell
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Nursery World (14-27 November 2016)
Contents
1. News Analysis
2. News Roundup
Catch up with our daily online news.
3. Opinion
Our columnists and readers’ letters

Practice
4. A Unique Child
As autumn turns to winter, nursery chefs will be thinking about Christmas food
5. Enabling Environments
Newham’s Outdoors and Active scheme inspires a family culture of movement
6. EYFS Activities
Number rhymes for under-twos, and a ‘Dogs, Bones and Dancing’ project
7. Learning & Development
D W Winnicott’s key theories explained
8. Enabling Environments
Resourcing for domestic role-play
9. Positive Relationships
A parent’s guide to small-world play
10. Study Tours
Our recent trip to India

Work Matters
11. 30 Hours: Part 1 – Herts
Helping unemployed parents
12. Inspection: Part 3 – Disqualifications
Offences not covered by DBS
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Stories for Generations
Great-grandmother Joan Porter has become a first-time children’s author at the age of 85.
Ms Porter originally trained as a children’s nurse and invented bedtime stories for patients
and her own children.
Later, when Joan became a playgroup supervisor, she put her rhymes and verses onto
paper, but never imagined they would be published.
The countryside characters of Joan’s creation were inspired by her own childhood in the
small village of Kilberry on the west coast of Mid-Argyll.
Joan’s youngest daughter recently approached a small publisher on Islay, Ailsapress, and
with illustrator Jessica Excell, they have brought Joan’s characters to life.
Little Terry Tiddlemouse and His Countryside Friends and Little Terry Tiddlemouse: Time for Tea
and Dressing Up are on sale now, RRP £6.99 from www.mybooksource.com
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Nursery Chains (A Supplement to Nursery
World – Autumn 2016)
Contents
1. Business
Despite the various challenges facing the childcare sector, this year has been a hive of
activity, with chains buying up more nurseries and outside investors retaining their
confidence in the market.
2. Curriculum
Why nursery groups are increasingly implementing in-house enhancement programmes
for children and staff.
3. Careers
Four practitioners explain the benefits they have experienced working for larger nursery
groups, such as better career progression and more training.
4. Award Winners
The family management team at Nursery World’s Nursery Chain of the Year 2016,
Mulberry Bush, describe the ethos that has made them such a popular success.
5. League Table
We add up the final scores to find the biggest and the best in the market.
6. Directory
The latest details of UK nursery chains in our exclusive listings.
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Under 5
Contents
1. News Round-up
All the latest news, research and policy updates from the early years sector
2. My Under 5
A chance for Alliance member settings to share news of recent events and projects
3. Letters to the editor
Under 5 readers share their views on the early years sector
4. Q&A: Caroline Dinenage
We hear from the new early years minister on her plans for next year
5. Politics, pay and proposals
In his last comment piece of 2016, Alliance chief executive Neil Leitch discusses the
changes needed for a successful 2017
6. Winter is coming…
As the nights roll in, RSA advises on how to protect your premises from the elements
7. A look back at 2016
We take a look back at the key events of 2016
8. Get out, have fun and learn!
It might be getting colder but as long as you wrap up, an outing is a great learning curve
for little ones
9. Making the most of the festive season
This month, ITF gives you some tips for staying healthy whilst having fun this season
10. Pay Conditions Survey 2016 results
The detailed results of the Alliance’s latest survey on pay and conditions in partnership
with Nursery World
11. To London and back again
Two Chinese practitioners talk about their early years experience in London
12. Socket safety
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The recent DoH report on plug socket inserts has caused concern – we provide advice on
what you should do
13. Keeping it real this Christmas
Look no further for some fun, festive activities that use natural resources and focus on
giving back to the community
14. Leaders in Leicester
Allexton Day Nursery in Leicester is celebrating a big win
15. Competition
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Nursery World (28 November-11December)
Contents:
1. News Analysis
2. News Roundup
Catch up with our daily online news
3. Opinion
Our columnists and readers’ letters

Practice
4. Enabling Environments
The final part in our series on Newham’s Outdoors and Active programme
5. EYFS Best Practice
All about…touch
6. Learning & Development
Arguing the case for measures of effective provision not seen in Ofsted inspections
7. Learning & Development
Warwickshire’s time to Talk strategy
8. A Unique Child
Mencap’s refurbished children’s centre in Northern Ireland is a resounding success
9. Learning & Development
The influence of pioneer Johann Pestalozzi
10. Positive Relationships
Working mum on friendships

Work Matters
11. Costs: Part 2
How settings can get to grips with managing budgets
12. Training
Tackling obesity early
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Open Athens
We have created an Open Athens User Guide has
been created to help users navigate their way
around the online journals that we offer.
If you have not already received one or you do not
have an Open Athens account please contact Shen.
Email: s.pekkaya@whitefield.waltham.sch.uk
Tel: 020 8498 4246
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